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Look at the following two slides



These headers will be found at the beginning of each chapter and offer a research snippet



The Basis of Learn Every Day

This program is designed to help you plan and implement a quality, developmentally 
appropriate program for infants, toddlers, and two-year-olds.

The authors feel strongly that development, especially in the early years, varies from child to 
child and that no two children will develop in exactly the same manner. 

We provide research-based milestones so that you can determine which of the activities 
within this program are appropriate for each individual child in your care. 

Throughout all three volumes, you will find “What We Know” headings that tell you what 
the research says about each topic. 

The material within this program comes from many different sources and is written by 
some of the top experts in the country. 



How is Learn Every Day Organized
• Program Guide

• Volume 1 - Infants

• Volume 2- Toddlers

• Volume 3- Older Toddlers and Twos



Domains-
Approaches to 
Learning

Curiosity and eagerness

Confidence, risk taking, and problem solving

Attention, effort, and persistence

Imagination, creativity, and invention

Wonder and delight

Learning about feelings

Self-regulation



Music in Early Childhood

“the babies who heard music tapped out beats, better 
with patterns and learned language more quickly”
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• Songs chants rhymes
• Kids don’t care if you 

can’t sing
• The Itsy Bitsy Spider



The Unique World of Infants, 
Toddlers & Twos

• Learning from objects
• Movement
• Play
• Environments

“the classroom environment can have a big impact on 
learning at this age”



Cognitive 
Development

Sensory 
exploration and 

discovery

Concept 
development 
and mastery

Problem 
solving

Creative 
expression

Cause and 
effect Using tools

Math concepts Concept of time
Using symbolic 
representation 

in play



Brain Research

Page 88- What Teachers can do

• all the brain cells you will ever need

• Nature vs Nurture

• What can Teachers do
 Stimulate the senses
 Balance: rest, play, explore
 Curiosity
 Choice making
 Read
 Communicate
 Provide opportunities to solve unique problems



Let Me Think About It!

Page 90- 94
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•Sensory Exploration
•Cause & Effect
•Object Permanence
•Language



Health and Physical Development

PHYSICAL HEALTH 
AND GROWTH

SENSORY GROSS MOTOR FINE MOTOR



“When older infants and toddlers 
begin to walk, they will walk as far as 
thirty-seven football fields a day. 
They are motivated to move when we 
give them opportunities to do so. “
—Karen Adolph
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GO, GO, GO! GROSS MOTOR 
DEVELOPMENT

WHAT’S A TEACHER TO DO?

• Space worth exploring

• General Sequence page 96

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://perfectionmoreorless.blogspot.com/2010/10/my-career-in-art-of-beetle-sitting.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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HEALTHY HABITS

• Handwashing

• Diapering & Toilet Training

• Sanitation

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://www.alphavillejournal.com/Issue%203/HTML/ArticleHolliday.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Language Development and Communication

Receptive language

Expressive language

Early literacy



Let’s Talk

• Crying first form of expressive 
language

• Babbling- 2-8 months
• Understand a few things
• Read,  read, read, read, read, 

read, read, read!!!!

“there is a direct correlation between how much a child is read to and language 
development”



Communication
• Form
• Function
• Content
• Levels

• Egocentric
• Requesting
• Emerging
• Reciprocal



Social and 
Emotional 
Development

Developing 
a sense of 

self

Developing 
a sense of 
self with 

others

Learning 
about 

feelings 

Self-
regulation 



Socially Strong Emotionally 
Secure

• Protective Factors

• Loving family

• Friends

• Beliefs

• Determination

• Resilience

• Attachment

• Initiative

• Self-Regulation

• Meaningful activities



FLIP-IT
• F is for feelings: When you acknowledge a child’s feelings, you let the 

child know that you understand what he is trying to communicate with 
his tantrum. Then you can remind the child of the positive limits and 
expectations you have for his behavior. Gently talk with the child about 
his feelings. Tell him what you see and hear as a result of his emotions. 
Help him to identify the root feelings causing the behavior. 

• L is for limits: Loving and simple limits help surround children with a 
sense of consistency, safety, and trust. Encourage the child to think about 
solutions to his challenges. 

• I is for inquiries: Inquiries or questions that promote problem solving 
and healthy coping skills invite children to think, learn, and gain self-
control. 

• P is for prompts: Prompts will give the child some alternative ways to 
develop problem-solving skills. 

The Devereux Center for Resilient Children has developed a 
wonderful technique called FLIP IT, in which adults can “flip” a 
child’s negative behavior by responding. 



Program Planning for Infants

• Grouping
• Types of Grouping
• Creating a Schedule
• Planning
• Evaluating
• Primary Caregiver System

Which one is the most  important? Why?
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Primary Caregiver System

It is “a” method not “The” method

• Establishes trust
• Helps with differentiation and learning 

individual needs of each child
• Consistency of response
• Reduction of stress
• Builds confidence
• Can reduce stress for caregivers



• Attachment
• Play
• Encouraging Learning
• Interacting with T & T
• Evaluating
• Behaviors (Challenging Ones)

Which toddler behavior is the most challenging?
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Oppositional Behavior

Fighting the biting

Tantrums

Separation Anxiety

Normal Less Normal RED FLAG

Oppositional 
behavior

“NO” but 
probably

No with 
violence

NO with 
violence 

toward self

Biting It’s going to 
happen

Biting for 
pleasure

Planned 
violence 

toward others

Tantrums They are going to 
happen too!

Prolonged 
unable to be 

comforted by a 
familiar adult

Tantrums 
prolonged, no 

comfort can 
help result in 

physical 
reactions such 

as vomiting etc.

Separation 
Anxiety

Likely but short 
term

Can’t be 
redirected

Constant with 
physical 

component

B.B. U. T. A. You may see a 
few Consistent

Deliberate 
destruction of 

things and 
hurting 

animals for fun

Which behavior do you try to “fix” first??? 
The answer may not be what you think?



Best 
Practices in 
Assessment

• Authentic

• Ongoing

• Related to daily program

• Natural environments

• Measure 
Developmentally 
appropriate skills

• Include the family

Page 26 refers you to forms in the appendix pages 167-184



• Partnerships
• Communication
• Evaluating
• Behaviors (Challenging Ones)



How do you partner with 
families?

Use ‘strength-based’ words

• Respect the child’s culture

• Respect the family’s time

• Honor the family’s definition of family

• Invite family members to join advisory boards

• Enable vs empower

• Communication

• Don’t take it personally



• Part C
• Developmental Delays
• Dual Language Learners

Children learn best in natural environments with their typically 
developing peers….



What you Teach Me
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What you teach me from birth to 
three is very, very important to me.

I can learn and I can do.

But just how much

Depends on YOU!



The Authors
The authors feel strongly that programs for infants and toddlers should help build 
a foundation on which all future learning takes place.

The program is based in part on the best-selling book Infant-Toddler Planning Guide, 
written by the Chapel Hill Training-Outreach Project, and on the work of the North 
Carolina Foundations Task Force and its subsequent publication, North Carolina 
Foundations for Early Learning and Development. Additional contributors include Jana 
Crosby, Maryann “Mar.” Harman, Karen B. Cairone, Mary Jo Huff, Beverly Irby, 
Christy Isbell, Rebecca Isbell, Jennifer Karnopp, MaryAnn Kohl, Rafael Lara-Alecio, 
Mary Mackrain, Jody Martin, Karen Miller, Thomas Moore, Donna Wittmer, 
Nefertiti Bruce Poyner, Jill Raisor, Jackie Silberg, Fuhui Tong, Lynda Weaver, and 
Yajuan Xiang. 
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look and 
listen to the 
world around 
them 
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Explore their 
environments 
with enthusiasm 
and wonder
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Actively engage 
in daily routines 
and novel 
experiences
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Reach 
milestones 
at their own 
pace 
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Naturally 
experience a 
nurturing 
environment
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